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thanks for the info carlos. i agree it should be
possible without re-encoding the file, and i hope
they do it in that way. i'm not familiar with the

codec side of things, and i haven't looked at their
site, but if you read the comments on the

reviews, a lot of users have had their problems
solved by the plug-in, and no, they are not re-

encoding. downloading mainconcept codec suite
5.1 from the developer's website was possible

when we last checked. we cannot confirm if there
is a free download of this software available. the

most popular versions of the tool 5.1 and 5.0.
extend the functionality of adobe premiere pro
cs5 via a package of plug-ins. encode videos in

mpeg-1/2, dvcpro, and h.264/avc formats
imported from the sony xdcam, panasonic p2 avc-
intra and dvcpro camcorders as well as from the

ikegami gfcam and canon xf devices. carlos-
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maybe that program is a dud (though i thought it
was from a decent vendor). but the point is that
trimming and joining should be very easy. i dont
understand the technicalities, but shouldnt it be
possible to trim a file without sophisticated and

expensive codecs, not to mention the time
wasted i think my cheap pocket video camera

can trim avchd files in a split second without re-
encoding them. ill double check this later. its
hard to imagine that it wouldnt be technically

feasible. maybe adobe is afraid of patent issues
of some sort. mainconcept codec suite is a set of

full-featured, native 64-bit editing and export
plug-ins for adobe premiere pro cs5. the package

includes full support for the sony xdcam,
panasonic p2 avc-intra and dvcpro camcorder

and deck generations as well as for the ikegami
gfcam and canon xf series. it offers full mpeg-1/2,
dvcpro and h.264/avc encoding support, including

performance acceleration for nvidia gpus with
cuda technology and smart rendering for

mpeg-1/2, dvcpro and avc-intra.
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MainConcept Codec Suite 5.1 Plug-In For Adobe Premiere Pro CS5.

mainconcept mpeg pro hd 3.1 plug-in suite is the
latest version of the mpeg pro hd 3.1 plug-in
suite for adobe premiere pro with support for
mpeg-1/2, dvcpro and h.264/avc formats. the

new codec suite, with the same convenient codec
import and export features, maintains the

excellent mpeg pro hd and mpeg pro hd 3.0 plug-
ins for the past 2 years, yet adds significant

performance and feature enhancements.
mainconcept mpeg pro hd 3.0 plug-in suite is the

latest version of the mpeg pro hd 3.0 plug-in
suite for adobe premiere pro with support for
mpeg-1/2, dvcpro and h.264/avc formats. it

maintains the excellent mpeg pro hd and mpeg
pro hd 3.0 plug-ins for the past 2 years, yet adds

significant performance and feature
enhancements. mainconcept codec suite was
developed to work on windows xp, windows 7,
windows 8, windows 10 or windows 11 and can

function on 64-bit systems. we recommend
checking the downloaded files with any free

antivirus. the common filename for the program's
installer is mpegpro_toolbox.exe. this free

software is an intellectual property of
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mainconcept gmbh. mainconcept codec suite lies
within multimedia tools, more precisely editors &
converters. mainconcept gmbh, a wholly-owned
subsidiary of divx, inc. (nasdaq: divx) and one of

the worlds leading providers of video/audio
codecs and software development kits (sdks) to

the broadcast, film and consumer markets, today
announced the release of mainconcept mpeg pro
hd 4 plug-in suite for adobe premiere pro cs4 and

cs3 software. this new mpeg pro hd 4 plug-in
helps professional videographers, editors and
producers edit high definition video in various

formats. now available in five different powerful
codec format packages, the mpeg pro hd 4 plug-
in makes it quick and easy to edit video formats

such as avc-intra in the adobe premiere pro
workflow. the newest mpeg pro hd 4 plug-in

augments existing frame-accurate, native editing
of a variety of formats in adobe premiere pro,

with full support for formats such as avc-intra or
xdcam 4:2:2, among others. various mainconcept
mpeg pro hd 4 versions are available: mpeg pro

hd 4 h.264/avc & mpeg 5ec8ef588b
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